FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Michael Rosenfeld Gallery to Represent The Falkenstein Foundation

Claire Falkenstein in her Venice, California studio at 719 Ocean Avenue, 1975;
Courtesy of The Falkenstein Foundation

(New York — October 18, 2014) Michael Rosenfeld
Gallery proudly announces its representation of The
Falkenstein Foundation, established in 1997 to preserve,
promote, and support the legacy of Claire Falkenstein
(American, 1908-1997). The gallery has long been a champion of Falkenstein’s work, including her sculptures regularly
in group exhibitions since 1999. The gallery is also currently
planning a solo exhibition of her work for the near future.
Celebrated for her exquisite structures of fused metal and
glass, Claire Falkenstein was a versatile innovator who
moved fluidly between two- and three-dimensional media, bringing the elegance and complexity of her sculptural work to paintings, drawings, lithographs, and even
jewelry. Falkenstein spent most of her career unaffiliated
with specific art movements, and this individuality enabled her to develop a singular visual vocabulary that was
grounded in nature and influenced by the seaweed, shells,
stones, and driftwood that captivated her as a child growing up in the small costal lumber town of Coos Bay, Oregon.
Falkenstein enrolled at the University of California, Berkeley
in 1927, and although she did not intend to study art, it soon
became her passion. She graduated in 1930 with a major in
art and minors in philosophy and anthropology. That same
year, the East-West Gallery in San Francisco mounted her first

solo exhibition, a rare achievement for such a young artist. In
1933, Falkenstein received a grant to study at Mills College
in Oakland with Alexander Archipenko, who introduced the
principles of implied motion and spatial relationships in abstract sculpture. During her studies at Mills, she also worked
with Bauhaus émigrés László Moholy-Nagy and Gyorgy Kepes.
By 1940, Claire Falkenstein was living in San Francisco and
working predominantly in wood and ceramics, creating
abstract, organic three-dimensional forms with moveable
parts. Her work was first shown in New York City in 1944,
when the Bonestall Gallery mounted a solo exhibition. In
the late 1940s, she began teaching at the California School
of Fine Arts, where she met Clyfford Still, whose abstract expressionist paintings had an important influence on her approach to sculpture, and she began to allow more room for
the accidental and the spontaneous. Falkenstein’s 1948 exhibition at the San Francisco Museum of Art demonstrated her
move towards a freer, open-form language. In 1950, Falkenstein moved to Paris, where her friends included American
artists Sam Francis, Paul Jenkins, and Mark Tobey. In Paris,
Falkenstein developed her mature style, creating some of
her most important works, such as the Sun Series, sculptures of welded wire that revealed her fascination with the
sculptural qualities of open and negative space. Her work
was exhibited extensively, and she became the only non-

Claire Falkenstein (1908-1997), Heart-shaped Fusion in Metal Rings, c.1965, steel and glass, 11” x 16” x 15”

German artist included in the 1952 Werkbund exhibition,
revived for the first time since its suppression under Hitler.
Falkenstein returned to the United States in 1960, settling
in Southern California. Represented by Galerie Stadler in
Paris and the Martha Jackson Gallery in New York, she completed numerous public commissions around the world including the gates of the Palazzo Venier dei Leoni in Venice
(now in the Peggy Guggenheim Collection, Venice, Italy).
Her first public commission in Los Angeles (1963-1965), a
welded tube and glass fountain for the California Federal
Savings and Loan Association, forced Falkenstein to think
in terms of the structure and flow of sculpture, revealing her recurring interest in molecular structure, topology, and cosmology. The most monumental commission
of her career was a series of welded doors and glass windows for St. Basil Church in Los Angeles completed in 1969.
Her work is currently represented in numerous public collections worldwide, including the Tate Modern in London; Centre Pompidou in Paris; Smithsonian American
Art Museum in Washington, D.C.; Los Angeles County
Museum of Art; and the Museum of Modern Art and

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, both in New York.
A prolific artist, Falkenstein continued to work and exhibit for the duration of her nearly seventy-year career.
Falkenstein’s work has been regularly shown in group and
solo exhibitions since her death at age eighty-nine. Currently,
the Pasadena Museum of California Art is organizing a traveling retrospective, Beyond Sculpture, which will be comprised of approximately seventy-five works, including sculptures, paintings, drawings, etchings, lithographs, jewelry, and
watercolors, as well as large-scale photographs of her major
public commissions. Curated by Jay Belloli, a member of The
Falkenstein Foundation board of trustees and an expert on
Falkenstein’s art, the exhibition is scheduled to open in April
of 2016. The exhibition will include a documentary video on
Falkenstein by artist and filmmaker Jae Carmichael, and it will
also be accompanied by an extensive hardbound catalogue.
The Falkenstein Foundation is a welcomed addition to the
list of estates and foundations represented by the gallery.
Michael Rosenfeld Gallery is located at 100 Eleventh Avenue @ 19th Street, New York, NY. Gallery hours are
Tuesday–Saturday, 10:00AM–6:00PM. For visuals and additional information, please contact Marjorie Van Cura
at (212) 247-0082 or mv@michaelrosenfeldart.com.

